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Uniqueness and continuous dependence results in thermodynamics 
with internal state variables 

S. CHIRIT A (IASI) 
I I 

IN THIS PAPER we study the uniqueness and the continuous dependence of solutions upon initial 
state and supply terms for the initial-boundary value problems in the general three-dimensional 
theory of thermodynamics of materials with internal state variables. The method of proof is 
based upon a Gronwall type inequality. 

W pracy zbadano problem jednoznacznosci rozwi'lZ'ln i ich ci~glej zalei:nosci od stanu poc~t
kowego i czlon6w ir6dlowych w zagadnieniach poc~tkowo-brzegowych og6lnej tr6jwymia
rowej termodynamiki material6w z wewncctrznymi zmiennymi stanu. Spos6b dowodu oparto 
na nier6wnosci typu Gronwalla. 

B pa6oTe HCCJie~oaaHa rrpo6JieMa e~CTBeHHOCTH pernemm H HX HerrpepbiBHoii aaaHCHMOCTH 
OT HaqaJibHOrO COCTOHHHH H HCTOliHHKOBbiX qneHOB B HaqaJibHO-KpaeBbiX aa~aqax 06II.leH 
TpeXMepHoii TepMo~aMHKH MaTepHaJIOB c BHYTPeHHHMH rrepeMeHHhiMH cocroHHHH. Crroco6 
~OKa3aTeJibCTBa OIIHpaeTCH Ha HepaBeHCTBe THIIa rpoHBeJIJia. 

1. Introduction 

A GENERAL theory of thermodynamics with internal state variables bas been formulated 
by COLEMAN' and GuRTIN [I] and BowEN [2]. In this theory the essential assumption is that 
the local basic mechanical and thermal variables are to be dependent upon the standard 
thermodynamic variables: the deformation gradient, the temperature and the temperature 
gradient as well as an internal state variable (which is a finite-dimensional vector). The 
evolution of the internal state variable is assumed to be governed by an ordinary differ
ential equation (generally nonlinear) expressing the present rate of change of the internal 
state variable through a function of the present state. The theory appears to be quite 
general and suitable for predicting a wide variety of physical phenomena. This theory 
includes, as a special case, theories of chemically reacting mixtures without diffusion; 
in this case each internal state variable represents the extent of reactions [2]. Other physical 
interpretations of the internal state variables are given in [1, 3-6]. 

The theory of wave propagation through materials with internal state variables has 
been studied extensively (see e.g. [7-16]). Most notably, the work by NACHLIN'GER and 
NUNZIATO [7] has shown that in the one-dimensional theory, the materials with internal 
state variables have the wave propagation property, that is, all smooth structured waves 
propagate with bounded velocity. The authors further showed that this boundedness 
property ensures the uniqueness of solutions satisfying the prescribed boundary and 
initial conditions for unbounded domains. BowEN and WANG [8] and BowEN' and CHEN'-[9] 
have examined the propagation condition and the growth and decay of acceleration waves 
in a nonconductor or a defin1te conductor of heat material with internal state variables. 
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118 s. CHIRITA 

' 
On the other hand, GURTIN [17, 18] has revealed that the Clausius-Duhem inequality 

induces Liapunov stability of equilibrium processes. KoSINSKI [19, 20] has established 
the uniqueness of the solution to the initial displacement-boundary value problem appro
priate to the dynamics of dissipative bodies described by the equations of the purely 
mechanical theory with internal state variables. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the uniqueness and the continuous dependence 
of thermodynamic processes upon initial state and supply terms, within the context of 
thermodynamics with internal state variables. The results are local and they are estab
lished under certain assumptions on material response. In fact, we prove the uniqueness 
and the continuous dependence results for smooth admissible processes residing in a neigh
bourhood of a positive smooth admissible process, that is, a smooth admissible process 
for which the "elasticity" tensor is positive definite and the instantaneous specific heat is 
strictly positive. When the initial displacement-boundary value problems are considered, 
the uniqueness and continuous dependence are established under the weaker assumption 
that the smooth admissible processes reside in a neighbourhood of a smooth admissible 
process where a strong ellipticity condition is satisfied. Our analysis is developed for the 
materials without heat conduction and for the definite conductor of heat materials. 

Within the context of classical nonlinear thermoelasticity these stability statements 
were recently established by DAFERMOS [21] for elastic materials without heat conduction 
and by CHIRITA [22] for a definite conductor of heat elastic materials. 

' We summarize the basic structure and the constitutive relations in the thermodynam-
ics with internal state variables in Sect. 2. 

The standpoint from which we proceed is an evolutionary identity established in 
Sect. 3. Our subsequent development on the continuous dependence of thermodynamic 
processes upon initial state and supply terms requires further estimates which are con
sidered in Sect. 4 and 5. Further, these estimates, when coupled with the assumptions 
on the material response and on the thermodynamic processes, lead to Gronwall type 
inequalities that demonstrate the continuous dependence and uniqueness results. 

2. Basic equations 

We consider a body which, at time t = 0, occupies the properly regular region R of 
Euclidean three-dimensional space Bl3 and is bounded by the piecewise smooth surface 
oR [23]. The configuration of the body at time t = 0 is taken as the reference configura
tion. Let X be a typical particle of the body. We identify the material point X with its 
position X in the fixed reference configuration. 

The motion of the body is referred to the reference configuration and a fixed system 
of rectangular Cartesian axes. Let R be at rest relative to the considered system. The 
location of a typical particle X in the reference configuration is described by the coordi
nates XK(K = 1, 2, 3) relative to these axes. The coordinates of the particle in the position 
x at timet are denoted by xi (i ~ 1, 2; 3), and 

(2.1) X = x(X, t), (X, t) E R X [0, t0]. 
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UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS DEPENDEl\CE RESULTS IN THERMODYNAMICS I I 9 

If this deformation is to be possible in a real material, then 

(2.2) det(x; ,K) > 0. 

We assume that t11ere is no diffusion of mass in the body, but the body may deform 
and conduct heat. Thus, a thermodynamic process for R is described by nine functions, 
of X and the time t , whose values have the following physical interpretations: 

I) the spatial position x = x(X, t) in the motion; 
2) the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor T = T(X, t); 
3) the specific body force b = b(X, t) per unit mass (exerted on Rat X by the external 

world, i.e. by other bodies which do not intersect R); 

4) the Helmholtz free energy tp = tp(X, t) per unit mass; 
5) the heat flux vector Q = Q(X, t); 
6) the heat supply r = r(X, t) per unit mass and unit time (absorbed by R at X and 

furnished by radiation from the external world); 
7) the specific entropy 'YJ = 'YJ(X, t) per unit mass ; 
8) the absolute temperature(} = O(X, t) > 0; 
9) the internal state vector ; = ;(X, t) = (~1 , ~2 , .•. , ~n); the scalars ~1% = ~I%(X, t), 

(ex = 1, 2, ... , n) are the internal state variables. 
The motion x = x(X, t) determines the velocity field v = x and the deformation 

gradient field F = gradxx, while the temperature O(X, t) of the body determines the tem
perature gradient g = gradxO. 

Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations: gradx is the gradient 
operator with respect to the place X keeping t fixed; a superposed dot denotes the material 
time derivative; Latin indices have the range I , 2, 3, while Greek subscripts have the 
range 1 , 2, ... , n; summation over repeated subscripts is implied; subscripts preceded 
by a comma denote partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding Cartesian 
coordinate; the symbol I · I denotes a norm either in Euclidean vector space or in a tensor 
space, while II · II denotes L 2-norm. In ou.r subsequent development, occasionally it will 
be convenient to write various expressions in component form and to display vector and 
tensor fields by their components referred to a fixed system of rectangular Cartesian 
axes. Thus, for the velocity vector v we will write v;, while the components of the deforma
tion gradient field F and the temperature gradient field g will be denoted by F;K and gK, 

respectively. Similarly, the components of the nonsymmetric Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
T and the heat flux vector Q, measured relative to the reference configuration, will be 
denoted by TK; and QK, respectively. 

The above set of nine functions, defined for all X in R, and all t in [0, t0], is called 
~ere a thermodynamic process in R if and only if it is compatible with the law of balance 
of linear momentum and the law of balance of energy, viz., 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

ev, = TA, A +ebb 

~ {e(w+OrJ+ ~ v,v,)}= (T.,v,) .• +eb,v,+er-Q •.•• 

where e(X) is the reference mass density defined on R. We assume that the density e(X) 
is smooth and strictly positive, 

(2.5) e(X);;::: (!o > 0, X E R. 
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In order to specify a thermodynamic process, it suffices to prescribe the seven functions 
x, T, tp, Q, 'YJ, () and ;. The remaining functions b and r are then determined by Eqs. 
(2.3) and (2.4). 

In thermodynamics with internal state variables, the material at the point X is charac
terized by five response functions, tp*, T*, 'Y)*, Q* and f, which give tp, T, 'YJ, Q and ~ 
at X, when F, (), g and; are known at X: 

(2.6) 

V' = tp*(F, 0, g: ;; X), 

T = T*(F, 0, g, ;; X), 

'YJ = 'YJ*(F, (), g, ;; X), 

Q = Q*(F, (), g, ;; X), 

~ = f(F, 0, g, ;; X). 

We suppose that the functions tp*, T*, 'Y)*, Q* and fare smooth functions defined for F 
in the set M+ of 3 x 3 matrices with positive determinant, () in the set of positive real 
numbe~s ~+, g in ~3, ; in ~n and X in R-. In particular, we assume that the partial deriva
tives of tp*, T*, 'Y)*, Q* · and f, at any fixed state (F, (), g, ;) in state space M+ x ~+ x 
x~3 x ~n, are bounded functions of (X, t) on R x [0, t0 ] : 

We will say that a thermodynamic process is admissible if it is compatible with the 
constitutive equations (2.6). Therefore, in order to specify an admissible thermodynamic 
process it suffices to prescribe the functions x, () and ;. 

We will say that an admissible thermodynamic process (x, (),;)(X, t) is smooth in R, 
if it is such that (v, F, (), g,;) (X, t) are Lipschitz continuous, uniformly on bounded 
subsets of their domain. 

Within the present framework the second law of thermodynamics is given a precise 
mathematical meaning by the following postulate of positive production of entropy: 
Every smooth admissible thermodynamic process in R must obey the Clausius-Duhem 
inequality 

(2.7) . r (Q") 0 
(}'Y}-(}0 + T ,A~ ' 

at each time t E [0, t 0 ] and for all material points X in R. In order the Clausius-Duhem 
inequality (2. 7) holds for all smooth admissible thermodynamic processes in R, it is necess
ary and sufficient that 

tp = tp*(F, (),;;X), 

(2.8) 
(

O * )T 
T* = f! k ' 

(2.9) 

where 

(2.10) 
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UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE RESULTS IN THERMODYNAMICS 121 

is called the affinity of X. In theories with chemical reactions, O'cx(F, (), ; ; X) corresponds 
to DeDonder's chemical affinity [I, 2]. 

For smooth admissible thermodynamic processes one may write the balance laws in 
reduced form: 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

3. The fundamental identity 

ev; = TAi,A+ebj, 

(!()~ + O'cxfcx = (!r- QA, A· 

In this section we establish the evolutionary identity that will be the basis for the sub
sequent development of our analysis on continuous data dependence and uniqueness of 
the thermodynamic processes. 

Let (x, (),;)(X, t) and (x, ii, ~)(X, t) be two smooth admissible thermodynamic 
processes defined on R x [0, t0 ]. We define 

(3.1) D(t) = f g e(v,-V,)(v,-V,)+e'I'*(F, 0, ~; X)-etp*(F,Ii, ~;X) 
R 

- T];(F, if,~; X) (FtA ~i;A) +(!(()-if) 'YJ*(F, (),;;X) 

-u.(F, li, ~;X)(~.-[.>} (X, t)dX, t E [0, t0 ]. 

On account of the relations (2.8) and (2.10) it follows that D(t) is of quadratic order in 
ll(v-v, F-F, {}-if,;-~) ( ·, t)I/L2<R>· 

The evolution in time of this quantity is described by 
THEOREM 3.1. If (x, (),;)(X, t) and (x, ii, ~)(X, t) are two smooth admissible thermo

dynamic processes for Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), corresponding to the supply terms (b, r) (X, t) 
and (b, r) (X, t) in L OJ(R x [0, t0 ]), then we have the following evolutionary identity: 

(3.2) D(t) = J {e(b,-b,)(v,-V,)+ ~ (r-1')(0-il)- ! J.(u.-ii.)(0-0) 
R 

- { u.(O-ii)(f.-J.)+(u.-ii.)(J.-1.)} (X, t)dX, t E [0, tol. 
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where N..t are the direction cosines of the outward normal to surface oR. 
Proof. From Eq. (3.1) we obtain 

(3.3) .D(t) = J{ ;
1 

[ e ('1'+07J+ ~ v,v,)]- ;
1 

[ e(Vi+ii1j+ ~ v,v,)] 
R 

- ev, v,- ev, t, + 2ev, t,- T.ti(F;,t- Ji,A)- T..ti Fu + T..ti if; A 

· -eO( 'I -7!)- eii (iJ-~-<i.(~.- [.)-<i.(~.- t.)} (X, t)dX. 

By using the balance laws (2.3) and (2.4), as well as the relations (2.8) and (2.10), we 
may rewrite Eq. (3.3) in the form 

(3.4) D(t) = J [(v,-v,) (T..t,- TA.i)N..tl (X, t)dS+ J {e(b,-b,) (v,-v,) 
oR R 

- TsiFJs-~s)+Ji;..t(T..t;- T..t,)+er-QA.,..t -er+Q..t,A. 

-e0(1J-fi)- eO(~-~)-ficx<ecx-~J-aifcx-tn (X, t)dX 

= J [(v,-v,) (TA;-T..t1)N..tl (X, t)dS+ J le(b,-b,) (v,-v,) 
oR R l 

...!... [ - , ar1, - oTl· - ar1, - ] 
+FtA TA,- TA,- -- (FJB-F)s)- --' (0-0)--- cecx-eJ 

oF1s ao aecx 

..!.[ 01]* - 01]* - 01]* - ] 
-eO 17-rj- oFi..t (Fu-F;.t)- ao(0-0)- aecx (ecx-ecx) 

..!. [ au - au - au - ]} 
+ecx <rcx-acx- oF;s (Fu-Fu)- oOcx (0-0)- ae: (ep-ep) (X, t)dX 

+ J {er-Q.t,..t-er+Q.t,A.-acx(~cx-t>-tCacx-aJ-eO{iJ-~-e(O-ii)~}(X, t)dX. 
R 

On the other hand, from Eq. (2.12) we deduce 

(3.5) er-Q.t,.t -er+Q..t,..t -acx(fcx-[cx)- [cx(acx-acx)-eO(~-~)-e(0-0)~ 

= ( 1-! ) [(er-Q ..... -a.§.)- (eT-Q ..... -a.t.)J+ (a.-ii.) (~.-t.) 
- ..!. ((j 0) (! - (! • -

- (er-QA,..t -acxecx) 0 - 2+ 
0 

= 0 (r- r) (0- 0)- 0 rj(O- 0)2 

}..!. - [1 - -] - (0-0) - 0 ecx(0-()) (<1cx-(jcx)- 0 (QA -QA.) (()-()) ,A +(QA. -QA.) -()- ,A. 

·I . ..!. - • ..!. 
- 0 <1cx(ecx- ecx) (0- ()) + ( <1cx- a ex) (ecx- ecx). 

A substitution of the relation (3.5) into Eq. (3.4) and an application of the Gauss
Green theorem and the relation (2.6}s lead to the identity (3.2). The proof is complete. 
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The fundamental identity (3.2) will be the starting point of our analysis. On the basis 

of this identity one may establish suitable estimates that demonstrate continuous depend

ence of thermodynamic processes upon initial data and supply terms by applying Gron

wall type 'inequalities. This program will be implemented in the following sections for 

materials without heat conduction and for definite conductors of heat. 

4. Materials without heat conduction 

In thermodynamics with internal state variables a nonconductor of heat is a body for 

which Q* and f are independent of the temperature gradient g. Therefore, a nonconductor 

ofheat material is characterized by the conditions [8] 

(4.1) f = f(F, 0, ;; X), Q = Q*(F, 0, ;; X). 

In this case the inequality (2.9) implies that 

(4.2) Q*(F, 0, ;; X)= 0, for all (F, 0, ;; X). 

For a nonconductor of heat material, the evolutionary identity (3.2) takes the form 

(4.3) D(t) = j {(!(b1-bJ (v,-V,)+ ~ (r-f) (0-ii)- ~ ~(0-0)2 

...!... [ - or;, - or;, - oT;, - ] 
+Ft.A TAt-TA,---(FJs-FJs)--- (0-0)--- (~~~-~J 

oFJs oo o~~~ 

.!.[ O'YJ* - o'YJ* - O'YJ* - ] 
-eO 1]-ij- --(F,A-FiA)-- (0-0)-- (~~~-~~~) 

. oFu oO oE~~ 

.!.. [ - O(]IX - O(]IX - O(]IX - ] 
+E~~ u~~-u~~- oF,A (Ft.A -F,A)- aB (0-0)- oEp (Ep-..,.~p) 

-} (O-ii)[t(a.-O'.)+(J.-J.)a.J+(a.-<T.Hf.-1.>} {(X, t)dX 

+ f [(v1-v,) (T.At-T.At)N.A] (X, t)dS. 
oR 

We are now in a position to establish the following result: 

THEOREM 4.1. Let (x., 0, ~(X, t) be a smooth admissible thermodynamic process corre

sponding to the supply terms (b, r) (X, t) in L 00 (R x [0, t0 ]). We assume that the material 

is a nonconductor of heat. Then there are positive constants b1 , a1 , a2 , a3 and a4 with the 

following property: 

lf(x, 0, ;) (X, t) is any smooth admissible thermodynamic process defined on Rx [0, to], 
with the supply terms (b, r) (X, t) E L 00 (R x [0, t 0 )], such that 

(4.4) JF(X, t)-F(X, t)/ + JO.(X, t)- ocx, t)/ + 1;cx, t)- ~(X, t)l < b1, 

(X, t) E R x [0, t0 ], 

(4.5) 
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then we have the following estimate, for all T E [0, s], s E [0, t0 ], 

-.. ~ 
+a3 J llv-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)llb<R>dt 

0 

T 

+a4 j ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)I/Ll<R> ·ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>dt, 
0 

for the arbitrary constant n 1 • 

Proof. By taking into account the relations (2.8), (2.10) and (4.1)1 and the boundary 
condition (4.5) and by using the Schwarz inequality, from Eq. (4.3) it follows that one 
can determine positive constants a5 and a6 such that, for all t E [0, t0 ], we have 

(4.7) D(t) ~ asii(F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)llbcR> 

+a611(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IIL2<R> · ll(v-v, 0-0) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>· 

We now fix s E [0, t0 ], integrate Eq. (4.7) over [0, r], -r E [0, s], so that we obtain 
T 

(4.8) D(-r) ~ D(O)+as j ll(v..-v, F-F, 0-0, ;--~) ( ·, t)lll2<R>dt 
0 

T 

+a6 f ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)I/Ll<R> ·ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>dt. 
0 

On the other hand, in view of the relations (2.8) and (2.10), we deduce 

(4.9) e(X)VJ*(F, 0, ;; X)- e(X)VJ*(F, 0, ~;X)- T.:'i(F, 0, ~;X) (FiA -iftA) 

+e(X) (0-0)1J*(F, 0, ;; X)-acx(F, 0, ~;X) (~cx-fcx) 

= _1__ n(X) { 82VJ*(F' 0' ~; X) (~· -F. ) (F - F ) - a2VJ*(F' 0' ~;X) (0- 0)2 
2 ~:: 8FiA 8FJB lA lA JB JB 802 

+ 8
2
VJ*(F, 0, ~;X) (t: _ F, (l: _ F)+l 8

2
VJ*(F, 0, ~;X) (~· _p: ) (t: '-f)} 

8~cx a~{J s-ex S'cxJ S'fJ S'{J 8FiA a~ ex lA rA s-ex ex 

+ o(IF-FI 2 + 10-01 2 + 1;-~1 2). 
Combining Eq. (4.9) with Eq. (3.1), we conclude that there is a positive constant 61 with 
the property that, when Eq. (4.4) is satisfied, 

(4.10) J (X){< -) c -) 82
VJ*cF, o, ~;X) < r;; ) (F F ) (! Vt-Vt Vt-Vt + a~. aF FiA-riA JB- JB 

R lA JB -
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T 

(4.10) 
{cont.) 

_ 
02w•(Fao~,'E,; X) (O- 0)2} (X, T)dX.;; 2D(0)+2a, J ll(v-v, F -F, o-0, ~ 

0 

T 

-~) ( ·, t)iliz<R>dt+2a6 f ll(b-b, r-r) ( · ', t)IIL2<R> · ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0,; 
0 

o21fJ*(F, 0, ~;X) - - } 
+2 oFiA a~~ (FiA -FiA) (e~-e~) (X, -r)dX. 

An application of the Schwarz inequality and the inequality 

(4.11) ab .;; ~ ( :: + b2n 2
), 

to the last term in Eq. (4.10) yields, for the arbitrary constant n 1 , 

(4.12) J (X) I( _)( _) o21fJ*(F,ii,~;X) ( - )( -- ) 
(! v,-v, v,-v, + aF aF FiA -FiA FjB-FjB 

R ~ ~ 

0
2
1p*(F, 0, ~;X) (n il)2l ( )d 2 ( ) fT ( - - n il ~: - ao2 u - u X, -r X ~ D 0 + 2a 50 II v- v, F-F, u- u, ~ 

T 

- ~) ( ·, t)llil<R>dt + 2a6 f ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)I/L2cR> · ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0,; 
0 \ 

where 

(4.13) a~ =maxi~ (X, t)l, a8 =maxi:. (X, t)l, on Rx (0, 10]. 

Taking into account the relation (4.1)1 and the relation 

T 

(4.14) I(;-~)(X,-r)l 2 = 1(;-~)(X,O)I 2 + J ~ [I;-~)(X,t)l 2]dt 
0 

T 

= I(;-~) (X, 0)1 2 +2 f [(~~-~~) (f~-f~)] (X, t)dt, 
0 

it follows that one can determine the positive constant a9 so that we have 

(4.15) n2l!(;-~) ( ·, -r)llb<R> ~ n2ll{;-~) C ·, O)llil<R> 
T 

+n2a9 f ll(F -F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)lli2<R>dt, 
0 

for the arbitrary positive constant n 2 • 
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If we use the estimate 

(4.16) D(O) ~ a 1oll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, O)llb<R>' 

from Eqs. (4.12) and (4.15), we deduce 

f { _ ( _ ) o2 tp* (F, 0, ~; X) ( - \ ( -
(4.17) e(X) (v,-v,) v,-v, + oF· oF FiA-FiAJ FjB-F}B) 

R 1A }B 

o2tp*(F, 0, ~;X) (0 0-)2} (X )dX [ ( 2 aij )] 11(1:' i: 2 o(J2 - '7: + n2- a1+ nf ~-~)(·, r)IILz<R> 

where 

(4.18) 

-niii(F-F) ( ·, r)llil<R> ~ a2!1(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~ { ·, O)Hb<R> 
T 

+a3 J ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t) lllz<R>dt 
0 

T 

+a4 f !l (b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IILz<R> ·!l(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) (-, t) II Ll<R>dt, 
0 

We now choose the arbitrary positive constant n 2 so that 

(4.19) a 1 = ,.2 - (a~+ :n > 0. 

The relation (4.17) implies the estimate (4.6) and the proof is complete. 
We now examine two conditions on the material response and the thermodynamic 

processes that allow to obtain, from the estimate (4.6), a Gronwall type iniquality that 
demonstrates the continuous data dependence and the uniqueness. 

(a) Continuous dependence in a neighbourhood of a positive smooth adm.fssJble proceSs 

We will say that the smooth admissible thermodynamic process (x, {J, ;) (X, t) is 
positive if, for each (X, t) E R x [0, t0], 

(4.20) the "elasticity" tensor, ~~* (F, 0, ~;X), is positive definite, 

and 

(4.21) the instantaneous specific heat, 
0

0~*- (F, o, ~;X), is strictly positive. 

In order to establish our continuous dependence results we shall need the following 
Gronwall type inequality [21]: 

LEMMA 4.1. Assume that nonnegative functions y(t) E L00 [0, s] and g(t) E L1 [0, s) 
satisfy the inequality 

T 

(4.22) y2( r) ~ M 2y 2(0) + J [(2a+4,8r) y2(t) + 2Ng(t) y(t)]dt, r E [0, s], 
0 
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with {3, a, M and .N nonnegative constants. Then 
s 

(4.23) y(s) ~ Mexp(cxs+{Js 2)y(O)+Nexp(cxs+f3s2
) jg(t)dt, a= a+{Jfa. 

0 

THEOREM 4.2. Let (x, 0, ~)(X, t) a,nd (x, 0, ~(X, t) be as in Theorem 4.1. We assume 

that the smooth admissible thermodynamic prf!cess (x, 0, ~)(X, t) is positive. Then there 

are positive constants <5 1 , cx1 , M 1 and N 1 with the property that, whenever Eq. (4.4) holds, 
for any s E [0, t0 ], 

(4.24) ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-;) ( ·, s)IIL:z<R> ~ M 1 ea•sll(v-v, F-F, 0-if,; 
s 

- ~) ( ·, O)IIL 2(R> + N1 ea1 s J ll(b-b, r- r) ( ·, t)IIL:z<R>dt. 
. 0 

P r o o f. Since (x, 0, ;) (X, t) is a positive smooth admissible thermodynamic process, 
it follows that there exists a positive constant ;. such that, for all T E [0, s], s E [0, t0 ], 

f { o21p*(F, if,~; X) -- -
(4.25) e(X) oF- oF (Fi..t -F;..t) (FjB-FJB) 

R 1A JB 

o2
1p*(F, if, t X) (O -0 2 ) ( d ~ · ( - o 0- ( ) 2 - ao2 - ) x, r) x;;::: """ F-F, -) ·, r IIL2<R>· 

We now use this relation into the estimate (4.6). Thus we deduce 

(4.26) eoll(v-v)(·, r)llf:z<R>+Atii(F-F)(·, r)llf2<R>+A!I(0-0)(·, r)llf:z<R> 

+a 1 1!(;-~) ( ·, r)lll2<R> ~ a21!(v-v, F-F, 0-if, ;-~) ( ·, O)llf:z<R> 

where 

T 

+a3 J l!(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)!lb<R>dt 
0 

T 

+a4 J ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)I/L2<R> · ll (v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-;) ( ·, t)IIL:z<R>dt, 
0 

(4.27) A1 = A-nt. 

We choose the arbitrary constant n 1 so that 

(4.28) ;.1 > 0. 

It is easy to see that the inequality (4.26) leads to an estimate of the form (4.22) with 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Yt(t) = l!(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~ ( ·, t)IIL:z<R>' 

Kt (t) = Jj(b-b, r- r) ( ·, t)IIL:z<R>' 

{3 · a3 a4 
t = 0, at = --, Nt = --, 

2m1 .2m1 

An application of Lemma 4.1 completes the proof. 
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From the above proposition we get the following uniqueness result: 

S. CmRrrA. 
~ 

THEOREM 4.3. Let (x, 0, ~) (X, t) and (x, 0, ;) _(X, t) be as in Theorem 4.2. Moreover, 
we assume that the corresponding supply terms (b, r) (X, t) and (b, r) (X, t) coincide on 
R x [0, t0 ] and that both processes originate from the same state, that is, 

(4.31) 
x(X, O) = x(X, 0), 

O(X, 0) = O(X, 0), 

v(X, 0) = v(X, 0), 

;(x, o) = ~(X, O), 

(v-v) · (T-T)N = 0, on oRx [0, t0 ]. 

Then (X., 0, ~) (X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) coincide on R x [0, t 0 ]. 

(b) Continuous dependence of smooth admissible processes in the strong ellipticity region 

We will say that a smooth admissible thermodynamic process (x, 0, ;) (X, t) resides 
in the strong ellipticity region if there is a positive constant x with the property that, for 
any vectors ~,X E 923, every wE 9t and all (X, t) in the domain of the process, 

(4.32) o21p*(F, 0, ~;X) r r. _ 0
2
1/'*(F, 0, ;; X) 2 ~ (l""l2l l2+ 2) 

oF;AOFJB <.,t<.,JXAXB o02 w r X " X w . 

The strong ellipticity condition in thermodynamics with internal state variables has 
been studied in connection with wave propagation (see e.g. [3, 9, 12]). The implications 
of strong ellipticity condition upon uniqueness of solutions to the purely mechanical 
theory with internal state variables have been analyzed by KosiNSKI [19]. The strong 
ellipticity condition ( 4.32) is the same as in nonlinear thermoelasticity [22] and it is related 
to that used by BOWEN and CHEN [9] or by KOSINSKI [19]. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be a smooth admissible thermodynamic process defined 
on R x [0, t0 ], residing in the strong ellipticity region. Let (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be any smooth 
admissible process defined on R x [0, t0 ] such that 

(4.33) x(X, t) = x(X, t), (X, t) E oR X [0, to]. 

Then there are constants f-l > 0 and "' with the property that, for any r E [0, t0 ], 

(4.34) f (X) { 821/'*(F, ii, ~;X) (F· -F· ) (F -F )- o2V'*(F, 0, ~;X) (0- 0)2} 
(! oP. oF 1A 1A JB JB o02 

R 1A W 

x (X, r)dX ~ f.lii(F-F, 0-0) ( ·, r)llll<R>-'VII(x-x) ( ·, r)llll<R>· 

The proof of Lemma 4.2 is a straightforward generalization of the proof of the standard 
Garding inequality [23]. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let (X., ii, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 4.1. Moreover, 
' we assume that 

(4.35) x(X, t) = x(X, t), on oR X [0, to], 

and that the smooth admissible thermodynamic process (i, 0, ~)(X, t) resides in the strong 
ellipticity region. Then there are positive constants €5 1 , <X2 , {32, M 2 and N2 with the property 
that, whenever Eq. (4.4) holds, we have, for any s E [0, t0 ], 
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(4.36) ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~)( ·, s)IILl<R> ~ M2exp(rx2s+P2s2) ll(v-v, F-F, 0 
s 

-0, ;-~) ( ·, O)IILl<R>+N2exp(rx2s+fJ2s2) J ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IILl<R>dt. 
0 . 

proof. We recall that (x, 0, ~)(X, t) resides in the strong ellipticity region and 
x-x vanishes on oR x [0, t0 ]. Thus the inequality (4.34) holds. Combining Eq. (4.34) 

with Eq. ( 4.6), we deduce 

(4.3~) eoll(v-v) ( ·, r)llll<R>+fttll(F-F) ( ·, r)IIL2<R>+,uii(O-O) ( ·, r)lll2<R> 

+a 1 jj(;-~)(·, r)llll<R> ~ lvlll(x-x)(·, r)llb<R>+a211(v-v,F-F, 0 
T 

-0, ;-~ ( ·, O)lill<R>+a3 f ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~ ( ·, t)iib<R>dt 
0 

T 

+a4 J li(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IIL2<R> ·ii(v-v, F-F, 0-if, ;-~) ( ·, t)liLl<R>dt, 
0 

where 

(4.38) 1-'1 = ,u-nf. 

We now choose the arbitrary constant n 1 so that 

(4.39) #t > 0. 
Furthermore, upon using Schwarz's inequality and the Poincare inequality, we find that 

'I' 

(4.40) J lx(X, r)-x(X, r)l 2dX = J !x(X, 0)-x(X, 0)+ J [v(X, t)-v(X, t)]dtl
2
dX 

R R 0 

T 

~ 2a11 j IF(X, 0)-F(X, O)l 2dX +2r j j lv(X, t)-v(X, t)l 2dXdt. 
R 0 R 

From Eqs. (4.37) and (4.40) we obtain an estimate of the form (4.22) with 

(4.41) 
Y2(t) = ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>' 

Mi = (a2+2lvlau)/m2, m2 = min(eo, ftt, ,u, at), 

(4.42) (]
2 

= ~' p
2 

= _11_, /12 a4 
rt2 = (]2+ -, N2 = --. 

2m2 2m2 (]2 2m2 

An application of Lemma 4.1 completes the proof. 
An immediate consequence of the Theorem 4.4 is the following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (x, ii, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 4.4. Moreover, 

we assume that the corresponding supply terms (b, r) (X, t) and (b, r) {X, t) coincide on 
R x [0, t0 ] and that both processes originate from the same state, that is, 

x(X, 0) = x(X, 0), v(X, 0) = v(X, 0), 

(4.43) O(X, O) = O(X, o), ;(x, o) = ~(x, o), x e R, 

x(X, t) = x(X, t), on oR X [0, to]. 

Then (X, 0, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) coincide on R x [0, t0 ]. 

9 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1/83 
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l 

5. Heat-conducting materials 

In this section we shall investigate the uniqueness and continuous dependence of 
smooth admissible thermodynamic processes upon initial data and supply terms for 
a heat-conducting material. First, we shall establish an estimate similar to Eq. (4.6), in 
the case of a definite conductor of heat material with internal state variables. Further, 
we will use this estimate in order to establish the uniqueness and continuous dependence 
results. 

For a heat-conducting material with internal state variables, we have 

(5.1) QA(F, 0, g, ;; X)-QA(F, 0, g, ~;X)= -KAB(gB-gB)-LA((}_:_(i) 

where 

(5.2) 

-MAtB(F,B-~B)-NAcx(~-~+oA(IF-FI + !0-0! +(g-gl + 1 ;-~1), 

- - - - - iJQ! - - - -
KAB = KAB(F, o, g, ;; X)= - -

8
- (F, o, g, ;; X), 

gB 
- - - - - oQ! - - - -
LA= LA(F,O,g,;;x) = - 80 (F,O,g,;;x), 

- - - - - oQ! - - - -
M AlB = M AtB(F' (}' g' ; ; X) = - ()FiB (F' (}' g' ; ; X)' 

- - - - - oQ! - - - -
NAcx = NAcx(F, 0, ~';;X)= - O~cx (F, (}, g, ;; X). 

We will say that a smooth admissible thermodynamic process (X, li, ~(X, t) resides 
in the region of state space where the material is a definite conductor of heat if 

(5.3) 
- 1 - -
kAB = T (KAB+KBA) is positive definite. 

The notion of a definite conductor elastic material is an essential ingredient in re
searches on the propagation of acceleration waves in heat-conducting elastic materials (see 
e.g. [8, 25-28]), as well as in researches on the uniqueness and continuous data dependence 
of thermodynamic processes in heat-conducting elastic materials [22]. Our assumption 
(5.3) has been suggested by the inequality (2.9) and it is in accordance with this. It is similar 
to one in classical thermoelasticity postulating that the symmetric part of the thermal 
conductivity tensor is positive definite. 

For a definite conductor of heat material, we first establish a suitable estimate of the 
last term in evolutionary identity (3.2). Thus, we have 

THEOREM 5.1. Let (x, li, ~)(X, t) be a smooth admissible thermodynamic process defined 
on R x [0, t0 ], residing in the region of state space where the material is a definite conductor 
of heat. Then there are positive constants <52 , c1 and c2 with the following property: 

If (x, (},;)(X, t) is any smooth admissible process defined on R x [0, t0 ] such that 

(5.4) IF(X, t)-F(X, t)l + IO(X, t)-li(X, t)l + lg(X, t)-g(X, t)l 

+ I;(X, t) -~(X, t)l < <52 , (X, t) E R x [0, to], 
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then we have; for any t E [0, to], 

(5.5) [ t<QrQA) ( 
0

;
0 L- ~ <To(0-0)(!.-!J+(u.-a.) (f.-t;>}<x. t)dX 

~ -ctl!(g-g)( ·, t)IIL 2<R>+c21 1(F-F, 0-tf, ;-~) ( ·, t) II L2<R> · 

P r o o f. Taking into account the relations (2.6)5 and (2.10), we get 

!rx.-!a. = Prx.iA (F;A- F;A) + qrx.(O- ti) + raA(gA- gA) + Sap(~p- [p) 

(5.6) + Oa(IF-FI + 10-01 + lg-gl + 1 ;-~1), 
- - - - - ,.._ -

arx. -iirx. = Arx.;A(F,A -F;A)+,Ua(O-O)+i!ap(~p-~fJ)+orx.(IF-FI + 10-01 + 1;-;1), 

where 

- ofa - - - -
Prx.iA = oFiA (F, o, g, ;; X), 

(5.7) 
- ofa - - - - - ofrx. - - - - . 
rrx.A = ogA (F, 0, g, ;; X), Srx.fJ = O~p (F, 0, g, ;; X), 

oa - - - - OC1rx. -- - - ' - OGa - - -
Arx.; A= -0F;: (F,O , ;;X), ftrx.= -ao · (F,O,;;X), '~'rx.p= 0~fl (F,O,;;X). 

Since (x, 0, ~)(X , t) resides in the region of state space where the material has the 
behaviour of a definite conductor of heat, it follows that there is a positive constant Q 
such that, 

(5.8) J [ -~- KAs(KrlrA(g.-g.)] (X, t)dX 
R 

= J [ -:r kAs(KA -irA) (g.-irs)] (X, t)dX;;, .Q[[ (g-g) (., .t)f fl•(R)• 
R 

By virtue of the relations (5.1) and (5.6) and the above inequality, we conclude thatthere 
is a positive constant <5 2 with the property that, when Eq. (5.4) is satisfied, 

(5.9) 

~ -!Jii(g-g) (., t)IIL2CR)+ f. {.!e A(gA -gA) (0-0)+ JI AiB(gA -gA) (F,B-~B) 
R 

+A' Arx.(gA -gA) (~rx.-la)} (X, t)dX + J {diAJB(FiA -F,A) (FJB-~B) 
R 

+81(0 -0)2 +~rx.p(~a- frx.) (~p-[p)+!lJ,A(FtA -PtA) (0-0) 

+8,Aa(FtA -~A) (~a-e:)+Frx.(~a-fcx) (0-0)} (X, t)dX, 
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-------------------------------------------------------------' 

1 - - -
J(AtB = -OMAtB+ AcxtBrcxA' 

1- - - 1 - -
..¥A= - 0NAcx+'~~pcxrpA, dtAJB = TCPcxiAAcxJB+PcxJBAcxtA), 

(5.10) !II= ;, LAgA+ii.(:U.- {- u.), <cap= ~ (S,.V,p+S,pV,.), 

Application of the Schwarz inequality and the inequality (4.11) to the two last terms in 
Eq. (5.9) yields, for the arbitrary constants y 1 , y 2 and y 3 , 

. (5.11) 

where 

2 J t(QrQA) ( O;iJ) ,A- ! u.(O-iJ)(J.-f.)+ (u.-0'.) (f. -J.)} (X, t)dX 

.;; (- 2f.l+yl +yi+yl) ll(g-g) (.' t)llb,., + ( ;~ + d+ 2) 11(0- il) (.' t)llb,., 

+ (;i +ci+chc~) II(F-F} ( ·, t)llb,.,+ ( ;i +cl~+cf, +I) 11~-~)( ·, t)I II•,.,, 

c3 = max l!t'(X, t)l, 

(5.12) c~ = 2maxjd(X, t) l, 

c9 = maxj%(X, t)l, 

d = 2maxjat(X, t)l, 

c7 = max !.@(X, t)l, 

do= 2max!~(X, t)l, 

c5 = maxj.A(X, t) l, 

c8 = max !S(X, t)l, 

c11 = max!~(X, t)l. 

From Eq. (5.11) we obtain the estimate (5.5) with 

C1 = ~ (2.Q-(yi+y~+y~)), 
(5.13) 

1 ( d 2 c~ 2 2 2 c~ 2 2 ) c2 = -
2 

max --2 +c4 +2,--2 +c6 +c7 +c8,-2 +c10 +c11 +1 . 
Yt 1'2 1'3 

Now we can choose the arbitrary constants y 1 , y2 and y 3 so that c1 > 0. The proof of 
the theorem is complete. 

On the basis of the above result we shall establish an estimate similar to Eq. (4.6). 
Thus we have 

THEOREM 5.2. Let (i, li, ~(X, t) be a smooth admissible thermodynamic process defined 
on R x [0, t0 ], residing in the region of state space where the material is a definite conductor 
of heat. We suppose that the corresponding supply terms (b, r) (X, t) E L 00 (R x [0, toD· 
Then there are positive constants <53 and d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 with the following property: 

If (x, 0, ~) (X, t) is any smooth admissible process defined on R x [0, t0 ], with the supply 
terms (b, r) (X, t) E L 00 (R x [0, t0]), and such that 
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(5.14) IF(X, t)-F(X, t) l + iO(X, t)-ii(X, t)l + I;(X, t)-~(X, t)l 
+ lg(X, t)-g(X, t)l < b3 , (X, t) E R X [0, t0 ], 

(5.15) (v1-v1)(TA1-TA1)NA ~ 0, -(0-0)(QA-QA)NA ~ 0, on iJRx (0, t0 ], 

then we have, for any T E [0, s], s E [0, t0], 

T 

+d3 f ll(v-v, F -F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)llb(R>dt 
0 

T . 

+d4 f ll (b-b, r-r) ( ·, t) II L2<R> · ll (v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( · , t) II L2<R>dt, 
0 

for the arbitrary constant n ~. 

Proof. The relations (2.8) and (2.10) and Theorem 5.1, as well as the boundary 
conditions (5.15) imply that there are positive constants b2 and d5 , d6 and d7 such that, 
whenever Eq. (5.4) holds, we tiave 

(5.17) D(t) ~ ds ii (F-F, 0-ii , ;-~) ( ·, t) ll i l<R>+d6 ll(b-b, r-T) ( ·, t) II L2<R) 

· !l (v-v, 0-0) ( ·, t) II L2<R>-d7!1(g-g)( ·, t)I!L2<R>' t E [0, to]. 

We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We fix s E [0, t0 ], integrate Eq. (5.17) 
over [0 , r], T E [0, s], such that we obtain 

T 

(5.18) D(r) ~ D(O)+ds f !l (v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)l!b<R>dt 
0 

T 

+d6 f !l (b-b, r-r) ( ·, t) II L2<R> · ll (v-v, F-F, 0-if, ;-~) ( ·, t)II L2<R>dt 
0 

T 

-d1 f l!(g-i0 ( ·, t) IIZ2<R>dt. 
0 

Combining Eq. (4.9) with Eq. (3.1), we conclude that there is a positive constant €5 1 

with the property that, when Eq. (4.4) is satisfied, the inequality (4.1.0) holds. We choose 
€5 3 = min (b1 , €5 2 ) in Eq. (5.14). By using the estimate (5.18) in (4.10), the application 
of the Schwarz inequality· and the inequality (4.11) to the last terms in Eq. (4.10) yields 

(5.19) f (X){< - ) ( - ) 
02

VJ*(F, ii, ~;-X) ( - ) (F F- ) e v~-v~ v;-vl + oF· oF F;A.-FiA )B- )B 
R lA JB 

- ~'v8F8o~' f.; X) (0- il)'} (X, T)dX.:; 2D(0)+2ds j II(•-v, F -}!', o 
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I 

T 

(5.19) - 0, ;-~) ( ·, t) ll ll<R>dt+2d6 I ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t) /I Ll<R> · ll (v-v, F-F, 0 
[cont.] 0 

T 

-0, ;-~) (.' t)11Ll(R)dt-2d7 I ll(g-g) (. ' t) lll l(R)dt 
0 

+(a~+ :~) 11~-~)( ·, rllll>,., +:n:?II (F -F)(·, rl ll l •,.,. 

On the basis of the relation (4.14) we deduce 

T 

(5.20) I I (;-~) (.' r) ll l 2(R) = II(;-~) (.' O)lll 2tR)+2 J I [(~cx-[cx) (fcx-fcx)] (X, t)dXdt. 
0 R 

We use the relation (5.6) in Eq. (5.20). Then, the application of the Schwarz inequality 

and the inequality (4.11) implies that for the arbitrary constants n~ > 0 and n;, we have 

(5.21) n~ll(; -~) ( ·, r)llil<R> ~ n~ l l(;- ~) ( ·, O)l lll<R> 

T T 

+n;n;2 I ll(g-g) ( ·, t)llll<R>dt+n;ds J II (F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( · , t) llllcR)dt, 
0 0 

where 

(5.22) 
da = max ( :t, +dl0 +dl 1 +I, dl 2 ), d9 = max li(X , t) l, 

d10 = max jij(X, t) j, di 1 = 2maxjs(X, t) /, d12 = max lp(X, t) j, on Rx [0 , to] . 

By taking into account the estimate (4.16), from Eqs. (5.19) and (5.21.), we get 

(5.23) f X) {c - ) ( -) iFVJ*(F, ii, ~;X) ( - ) (F - - ) e( Vt - vi Vt -vi + oF oF FiA -FiA j B-FJB 
R 1A jB 

- a''P*(Fao~' F,; X) (0- iJ)'} (X, r)dX +d1 ll (~-~ (- , rl llh., 

-n?II(F-F) ( · , r)//l2<R> ~ d2 jj (v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, O) ll l 2 <R> 
I 

T T 

+d3 f 1/(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t)Jlll<R>dt+d4f Jj(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t) II L2 <R> 
0 0 

T 

· IJ(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~) ( ·, t) IIL 2<R>dt-(2d7 -n;n;2
) J ll(g-g) ( ·, t) ll l 2<R>dt , 

0 . 

where 

(5.24) d1 = n;- (a~+ :!,-), d, = 2a10 +n;, d, = 2d, +n;d8 , d4 = 2d6 • 

We now choos~ the arbitrary constants n; > 0 and n; such that d1 > 0 and 

2d1-n~n;2 > 0. This implies the estimate (5.16) and the proof is complete. 
As in Section 4, we now establish the uniqueness and continuous dependence results. 
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a) Continuous dependence in a neighbourhood of a positive smooth admissible process 

THEOREM 5.3. Let (X, if,~ (X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 5.2. We assume 
that the smooth admissible thermodynamic process (i, ii, ~(X, t) is positive. Then there 

are the positive constants <53 , a~, M~ and N~ with the property that, whenever Eq. (5.14) 
holds, for any s E [0, t0 ], 

(5.25) ll(v-v, F-F, 0-0, ;-~ ( ·, s)IIL2<R> ~ M~&1'11(v-v, F-F, 0-0,; 
, 

-~ ( ·, O)IIL2<R>+N~&1' j ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>dt. 
0 

THEOREM 5.4. Let (X, ii, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0,;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 5.3. Moreover, 

we assume that the corresponding supply terms (b, r) (X, t) and (b, r) (X, t) coincide on 

R x [0, t0 ] and that both processes originate from the same state, that is, 

x(X, O) = x(X, 0), v(X, 0) = v(X, 0), 
~-

(5.26) O(X, 0) = O(X, 0), ;ex, 0) = ;(X, 0), on R, 

(v-v)· (T-T)N = 0, (0-0)(Q-Q)N = 0, on iJRx [O,t0 ]. 

Then (X, li, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) coincide on if x [0, t0 ]. 

b) Continuous dependence of smooth admissible processes In the strong ellipticity region 

THEOREM 5.5. Let (X, 0, ~)(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 5.2. We assume 
that 

(5.27) x(X, t) = x(X,, t), on iJR x [0, t0 ], 

and that the smooth admissible thermodynamic process (i, 0, ;) (X, t) resides in the strong 

ellipticity region. Then there are the positive constants <53 , a~, {J~, M~ and N~ with the 

property that, whenever Eq. (5.14) holds, for any s E [0, t0 ], 

(5.28) ll(v-v, F-F ,0-ii, ;-~ ( ·, s)IIL2<R> ~ M~exp(a~s+{J~s2) ll(v-v, F-F, 0 
s 

-ii, ;-~ ( ·, O)IIL2<R>+N~exp(cc~s+{J~s2) J ll(b-b, r-r) ( ·, t)IIL2<R>dt. 
0 

THEOREM 5.6. Let (x, 0, ~(X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) be as in Theorem 5.5. Moreover, 

we assume that the corresponding supply terms (b, r) (X, t) and (b, r) (X, t) coincide on 

R x [0, t0 ] and that both processes originate from the same state, that is, 

x(X, 0) = x(X~ 0), v(X, 0) = v(X, 0), 

(5.29) O(X, 0) = O(X, 0), ;(X, 0) = ~(X, 0), on R, 

x(X, t) = x(X, t), (0-0)(Q-Q)N = 0, on iJRx [O, .t0]. 

Then (X, if,~) (X, t) and (x, 0, ;) (X, t) coincide on ifx [0, t0 ]. 

We omit the proofs for Theorems 5.3-5.6, which are identical with those in Theorems 
4.2-4.5. 
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